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1. Lecei" - " fartified settlement af the ) "' millennillm B. C. 
The prehistorie settlement of Leeeia is loeated on a brow overlooking the valley 
of the river Barcarena, about 3 km from rhe T agus estuary (Oeiras, Lisbon; fig. 1-3) . 
Alrhough rhe sire is known since rhe 19,h century', sysremaric excavarions were con-
ducred on ly between 1983 and 2002 , revealin g a complex setdemenr fortified by a de-
fence sysrem of massive stone walls and towers'. The well-preserved strarigraphy reaehes 
from Bell Beaker contexrs down to a lare 4'" millennium Neolirhie strarum. The Cop-
per Age occuparion ar rhe sire ean be div ided into an Early C halco lirhie Oayer 3}, dar-
in g between 2800 and 2600 B.C., and a Middle C halco lithie Oayer 2} , daring between 
2600 and 2300/2200 B.C. The Bell Beaker complex occurred ar around 2600 B.C. and 
seems to have been present ar rhe site until 2000 B.C.; i.e. it went ali along wirh rhe 
Middle C halcolirhic marerial assemblage and finally oudived it chronologically'. T he 
settlement comprises a series of roundhouses with stone foundarions, remnants of adobe 
supersrructures as well as fireplaces o fren defin ed by slanding plate stones. Remains of 
a stone pavemem linking some of rhe stone Slructures were found in rhe sourh-easrern 
part of the sire. 
However, thus far litde is known about the living activilies ar Leeeia and rhe so-
cio-cultural and socio-economie role played by l he site in the late 4'" and )'" millenni-
um B.C. Irs elevated posirion, size and rich marerial assemblage are srrong arguments 
for inrerpret ing it as a ,Central Place,' similar to Vil a Nova de São Pedro (Azambuja) ' 
and Zambujal (Torres Vedras)', probably cont ro llin g the local setdement area'. ln this 
papel' we presem and discuss new ehemical and lead isotope data of arehaeometallur-
gical remains fro m rh e site, in o rder to learn mo re about the ro le the innovation of 
J Ribeiro 1878. 
2 Cardoso 1994; Cardoso 1997; Cardoso 2000; Cardoso - Soares 1996. 
) Cardoso 1994; Cardoso 1997; Cardoso 2000. 
~ Kunst 1995. 
, Jalhay - Paço 1945. 
6 Sangmcister - Schubart 198 1; Kunst - Uerpmann 1996. 
7 Cardoso 2000. 
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Fig. I The lbcriall Peninsula \Vit h geological unirs and archaeologic.t} sires mentioned in lhe texl. 
A South Ponuguese Zoncj B Southwest lberiao Pyrire Bell which is part of the SPZj C 05S;\ More-
na Zone; D Los Pedroches Batholith ; E LÚlares - La Carolina districlj F Central IberialJ Zo ncj G 
Alcudia ValJe)'i H Ore depos irs of somheasr Spain (Bcrie Cordilleras)j T Postpaleozoic sedi mcnts af 
lhe Estremadura. The grey arcas represent geological 1I11its [har contain copper occurrences ar which 
lead isolape data existj rhese are disctl ssed in lhe paper. There are small copper occurrences in Lhe 
sOuth-wCSlcrn parr o f lhe CIZ which have J10l becn studied [hus far (checked zone). Spots - so me 
of the largesl Chalcolithic forrificarions of sO llthwest Iberia. 
copper met.llurgy pl.yed ar rhe site in terms of production pracriees and reSOurce pro-
curement. 
2. The metalllll"gical remains anel their elomestic contexts 
The excavations at Leceia revealed about 130 copper objects of small size anel ru-
dimelltary shape, like awls, ch isels, saw blaeles, fishhooks anel Palmela points; the heav-
iest implements are tanged daggers and small axes' . The presence of copper prills, lumps 
anel tormented, apparently unflnished copper artefacts - some of them may have been 
ingots - found in some domestic areas indicate that the meral was shaped inside the 
, Cardoso 1997. 
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Fig. 2 The Chalcolithic fo rtified settlement of Leceia. Aerial view. 
senlement; a fragment of a crucible was discovered as well (fig. 4). All in all, the cop-
per found at Leceia accounts for no more than 1 kg. Indications for extractive metal-
lurgy, like smelting slags 01' copper ores, were not found at the site . 
The stratigraphy documented at Leceia demonstrates elearly that copper metallurgy 
developed significantly on ly from the Middle Chalcolithic onwards; only a knife and 
three amorphous copper fragments were found in the Early Chalcolithic layer 3. Hence, 
it appears that the metal innovation did not trigger, but rather resulted from the )'d 
millennium cultural change, which was accompanied by social differentiation and the 
emergence of complex senlements such as Leceia. 
During the last decades , numerous chemical and metallographic analyses of the 
Leceia copper artefacts produced first significant insights into the 4500 year old metal-
lurgy' . 22 quantitative chemical analyses (using neutron activation) have sbown that the 
artefacts are made of arsenical copper with very low trace element concentrations. lt 
was suggested that the arsenic most probably derived directly from the processed ores. 
9 Gil et aI. 1979; Cardoso - Fernandes 1995; Cardoso - GlIerra 1997/1998. 
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Fig. 4 The crucible fragmenr found 
at Lcceia. The crucible is roughly 
mOlde, thick-wallcd and has rect. Vcry 
similar finds are known from various 
Pon ugucse Chalcolithic sites sHeh as 
Zambujal, Penedo (Torres Vedras) 
and VNSP (Azambuja). 
Metallographic analyses were applied to describe 
a copper fragment that might have been some 
kind of ingot. Ir was speculated that the copper 
objects derived from ore deposits of the upper 
or lower Alentejo region, most probably from 
occurrences of the Southwest Iberian Pyrite 
Belt. 
3. Sampling and analysis 
Chemical analyses of archaeological arte-
facts may be undertaken for a variety of reasons, 
e. g. to identify qualitatively the material used 
or for developing conservation strategies for the 
objecto ln this project, we aim to characterise 
and classify copper artefacts quantitatively, in 
order to leam about how they were produced 
and where the raw material was drawn from. 
Hence, we had to avoid corroded surfaces 
but analyse the actual artefact metal itself. 14 
pieces of archaeometallurgical debris, i. e. cop-
per prills and fragments, were sampled using a 
1.5 mm drill and producing a sample size of 
about 0.03 g in most cases (fig. 5; tab. 1). We 
included the three amorphous copper fragments 
of Leceia stratum C3, corresponding to the early 
Chalcolithic, in the analysis in order to docu-
ment a potential chronological shif! in Chalco-
lithic metal procurement. 
ln a first step the metal fillings were ana-
lysed chemically by quantitative energy-disper-
sive X-ray fluorescence analysis (ED-XRF Spec-
trace 5000; tab. 1; see appendix for experimental 
set-up). The data obtained were corrected by a 
fundamental parameter method described by Lutz and PemickalO, allowing a quantita-
tive comparison to earlier neutron activation analyses of the Leceia assemblage ll (tab. 
2) and previously published optical emission analyses of other Portuguese copper arte-
facts 1' . The trace element data of the samples affected by corrosion were excluded from 
the discussion. 
10 Lutz _ Pernicka 1996; Lutz - Pernicka llnpublished. 
II Cardoso - Guerra 1997/1998. 
lZ Junghans ct aI. 1960; Junghans ct aI. 1968; Junghans et aI. 1974. 
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ln a second step, lead isotope analyses were conducted using a Multi Collector -
InductivelY Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometer (MC-ICPMS Axiom, VG Elemental; 
tab. 3). The experimental set-up is described in the appendix. 
4. The historical and technological context 01 lhe arsenical copper Iram Leceia 
The analysis of Ponuguese copper anefacts played a crucial pan in the SAM" trans-
European analytical program of the 1960s and 1970s: chemical data of more than 1100 
objects were obtained, the vast majority of which deriving from southem Portugal and 
dating to the Copper and Early Bronze Age" . The protagonists were ahead of their 
time: neither did computers and appropriate statistical methods exist, nor had the ar-
chaeological community had ever seen such a huge amount of artefact specific data 
before. As a result, the quality of the data and the point of grouping artefacts accord-
ing to their chemical composition were severely questioned" . However, in the early 
1980s, the accuracy of the whole SAM data set was approved by a systematic compar-
ison of the analytical results with others, obtained using more recent analytical meth-
ods l'. Unfortunately, for early metalwork from the Iberian Peninsula in particular a 
large scale, systematic comparison of the SAM data with results of analyses of other 
programs, such as the ,Proyecto de Arqueometalurgia,I7 or data produced by the Brit-
ish Museuml', is stil! lackingl'. 
Using a graphical method suggested by Sangmeister20, fig. 6- 8 show the copper used 
at Leceia in comparison to copper found at Zambujal and Vila Nova de São Pedro 
(VNSP), which are the two other type sites of the Estremadurian Chalcolithic. Sang-
meister proposed to plot the data of each artefact into the diagrams As/Ni, As/Bi and 
Sb/ Ag. The data clouds were then allocated graphically to various fields defined in each 
diagram and each individual data point - representing one artefact - was given the re-
spective letter representing the fields. Hence, he was able to classify each artefact ac-
cording to the ratios As/Ni, As/Bi and Sb/ Ag'l. Most of the artefacts from Zambujal 
fel! into the fields D, E and K (material group DEK), copper high in arsenic, but low 
in nickel, bismuth, antimony and silver. ln fact, this type of arsenic-only copper" is 
very typical not only for Copper Age Portugal but the entire Iberian Peninsula". Ac-
U Studien zu den Anflingen der Metallurgie. 
14 Junghans et aI. 1960; Junghans et aI. 1968; Junghalls ct aI. 1974; Ferreira 1961. 
I ) See discussion in Pernicka 1984 and Pernicka 1990. 
L6 Onaway 1982; Pernicka 1984; Pernicka 1987; Pernicka 1990. 
17 Rovira et aI. 1997. 
18 I-Jarrison - Craddock 1981. 
19 Thus far, only small tables of analytical data of lhe differcIH laboralOries have becn discussed com· 
pannively, without considering in detail the biascs and limits of lhe variolls Illethods employed (cL Mome· 
TO 1994; Hunt 2003). 
10 Sangmeister 1995. 
21 Note thal nickel, si lver and bismuth should foHoVo' completely the copper during lhe slllelting pro· 
cesso Arsenic aod antimony 00 the other hand, may partly evaponte during meta llurgical processes depeno 
ding o n lhe redox conditions (d. Pernicka 1990; Pernicka 1999). 
12 Needham 2003. 
2J Saogmeisler 1995; Needham 2003; Krause 2003; Pernicka 1990. 
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Fig. 6 As-N i diagram af Leceia artefacts (XRF and FNAA analyses) in comparison to artefacts from 
VNSP and Zambujal (SAM data). Tbe data were grouped according to a method developed by Sangmeister 
1995 (see text). 
cording to the stratigraphy of Zambuj al, this main type of copper was accompanied by 
pure copper rw AK), mainly occurring in Zambujal pbase 1, and arsenica} copper with 
higher impurities of silver, antimony andl ar nickel (predominantly DEG), mainly oc-
curring in the later phases of settlement occupation. 
Ali of the Leceia artefacts analysed thus far are made of the typical DEK copper". 
Comparing the results chronologically to the ones from Zambujal", we face the prob-
2. If the elernem was Do t detecled by the analytical methods used, the artefact was given the theoreti-
cal value of the detection limit divided by 10 in order to allow a statistical treatment (d. Pernicka 1990, 95). 
The SAM data was plotted using a modified version of the digital SAM data base published hy Krause 2003. 
Non-quantitative descript ions of the SAM data as published by Junghans et aI. Ounghans et aI. 1960; Jung-
hans et aI. 1968; Junghans et aI. 1974) such as >trace< had been quamified by comparative analyses (pernicka 
1990,95; Pernicka 1984; Pern icka 1987). 
25 A clear description of the archaeological contexts of the copper artefacts from Vila Nova de S. Pe-
dro does flo t ex..isL 
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Fig. 7 As-Bi diagram of Leceia artefacts (XRF analyses) in comparison to artefa,cts fram VNSP 
and Zambujal (SAM data; see text). 
lem of discrepancies between the two stratigraphical sequences2'. Yet, it is very tempt-
ing to link the absence of pure copper (W AK) at Leceia with the absence or occurrence 
of only very few copper artefacts in the earIiest occupation phases of the site (i. e. Late 
Neolithic and EarIy Chalcolithic). ln the sarne manner, to link the absence of the more 
impure arsenical copper DEG, with the end of the occupation at Leceia dating earlier 
than the one at Zambujal, where the last construction phase (i . e. phase 5) dates to the 
Bronze Age". ln the case of VNSP, the vast majority of the tin bronze artefacts were 
made of tin alloyed to DEG copper, hence supponing again a chronological significance 
of the different copper types used. ln any case, we have to remember that lhere are far 
fewer quantitative analyses of artefacts from Leceia lhan from the olher lwo sites". 
26 Sangmeister _ Schubart 1981; Cardoso 1997. 
27 Sangmeister - Schubart 1981; see a1so Sangmeister 1995, 38. 
18 For example1 there are abour ten times more quantitative analyses of the Zambujal assemblage than of 
the Leceia one. Zambujal: 363 of 871 objects were analysed. Leceia: 32 of abour 130 anefacts were analysed. 
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Fig. 8 Sb-Ag diagram of Leceia artefacts (XRF and FNAA analyses) in comparison to artefacts 
from VNSP and Zambujal (SAM data; see text). 
It is very challenging to determine the raw materiaIs that were used to produce the 
DEK copper from Leceia. T he extremely low amounts of impurities in the arsenical 
copper may indicate that the artefacts were made from native copper, which can con-
tain up to several percent of arsenic." A direct marker for native copper would be the 
detection of mercury, since the element evaporates far below the temperatures neces-
sary to smel! copper ores3o. Thus far we have not been able to examine this crucial el-
ement in copper artefacts from Leceia. 
ln the case of Balkan and Anatolian early copper finds, Pernicka and co-workers31 
were able to distinguish native from smel!ed copper by looking at the nickel and 
cobal! contents. Regarding the use of native copper by native Americans, Rapp and co-
19 Tylecote 1987; Cardoso - Guerra 1997/1998; Pernicka 1998; Pernicka 2004. 
30 Kuleff _ Pernicka 1995. 
31 Pernicka et aI. 1993. 
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Fig. 9 Sh-Ag diagram of copper artefacrs, droplets and ores from Almizaraque based 011 XRF data 
published by Rovira et aI. 1997. ln contrast to the artefacts from Leceia, most of (he meta l ohjects 
and ores fali into the G-field, say have higher amounts of Ag and Sb. Together w irh high As va-
lues, (his is a typical fahlo Te signature. The ores contain somewhat more Sb, since (he vo latile ele-
ment tends to evaporare during lhe sm elting and subsequent cast ing procedures. 
workers" could even distinguish between different sources of native copper exploited, 
based on the statistical evaluation of t race elemem pauerns. Unfortunately, compara· 
tive analyses of native copper from Portugal do not exist thus far''. 
Alternatively, the . rtefact copper may have been smelted fram extremely rich, 
oxidic copper ores under poorly reducing conditions". Arsenic·rich copper smelting 
slags have been idemified in the Estremadurian setdemems of Zambujal" and VNSP" , 
J2 Rapp et aI. 2000. 
33 Personal communication from Dr. Joâo Matos, Dcpanamemo de Prospecção de Minérios Metálicos, 
Instituto Nacional de Engenharia, Tecnologia e Inovação (INETI), Portugal. 
34 Craddock _ Meeks 1987. 
's MUller et aI. in press. 
31> Müller - Soares 2008, this volume. 
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Fig. 10 As-Sb diagram of artefacts fram Lece ia versus archaeometallurgical remains from Almiza-
raque. The copper artefacrs, droplets and ores from Almizaraque systematically contain higher amounts 
of Sb ar similar contents of As. Once again, looking ar the Almizaraque data cloud, one can see clearly 
thar the volatile elements As and Sb tend to evaporate partially during the metallurgical processes. 
as well as in Alentejan sites of São Pedra and Fonte Ferrenha (Redondo)", demonstrat-
ing that copper was extraeted fram ores in south-central Portugal in the 3"' millenni-
um B.C. Secondary copper ore mineraIs assoeiated with secondarily altered arsenopy· 
rite may have been used to produce arsenical copper with low impurity panems'8 . 
ln contrast, arsenical copper with higher amounts of silver and antimony is very 
typieal for copper smelted fram ores of the fahlore group (mainly tennanrite and tetra· 
hedrite). Copper with this fahlore signature was used throughout Eurape especially at the 
end of the )'d and the dawn of the 20d millennium B.C." and was smelted fram primary 
ar secondarily altered fahlores at sites sueh as Ross lsland (lreland), Cabri!"es (southem 
37 Slags identified hy Roland MüIler, unpublished. 
3S Ixer _ Pattrick 2003; Cardoso - Guerra 1997/ 1998. 
39 Junghans et aI. 1960; Junghans et al. 1968; Junghans et aI. 1974; Pernicka 1990; Sangmeisrer 1995. 
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France) and to some extent Almizaraque (southeast Spain)" . Quantitative X-ray fluores-
cence analyses of copper ores, artefacts and droplets from the latter site were plotted into 
the sarne kind of Sbl Ag diagram as the artefacts discussed above (fig. 9)'1 . One can see very 
elearly, that nearly all of them fall into the G or neighbouring M fields, elearly differing 
from the artefacts from Leceia. As mentioned above, a large scale study assessing the quan-
titative comparability of the data that have been produced by the various laboratories stil! 
has to be conducted. Yet, the Leceian copper distinguishing elearly from the Almizaraque 
copper certainly does reflect a real underlying metallurgical pattem (fig. 10). 
5. 7be use of arsenical copper ai Leceia 
The overall distribution of 
the arsenic content in the copper 
artefacts from Leceia approxi-
mates a lognormal ane, resem-
bling the distribution of trace 
and minor elements in copper 
ores (fig. 11). This is a very typ-
ical feature of early arsenical cop-
per artefact assemblages from 
lberia, indicating that the arsenic 
originated from smelted ores and 
that the final amount of arsenic 
in the copper metal could not be 
controlled directly". 
However, re-examinations 
of the chemical analysis of early 
copper artefacts from Portugal 
conducted in the extensive SAM 
project have shown that the J'0 
millennium B.C. metal smiths 
were well aware of the superior 
qualities of higher arsenical cop-
per. J udging from the colou r of 
the metal and its properties dur-
ing forging, higher arsenical cop-
per was reserved for long awls, 
o 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 
Araenlc ConteM o, Cop~r Artefactl from Lecel. (wt%). n. 32 
Fig. 11 Overall distribution af the arsenic content of 
artefacts from Leceia, based on X-ray fluorescence analyses 
conducted in this project as well as neutron activation 
analyses published by Cardoso - Guerra 1997/ 1998. The 
overall distribution approximates a lognormal o ne, very 
similar to the distribution of trace and minor elements 
in ores. 
sheet metal objects (such as saws), Palmela points and tanged daggers". ln the case of 
..o O'Brien 2004; Prange - Ambert 2004; Miiller et aI. 2004. 
41 The ver)' few dala of lhe Alm.izaraque material published by Rovira and co-workers (2007) that con-
tained lhe non-quamitative descriplion .trace( were not considered in this case. 
4~ Rovira 2005; Mii ller et aI. in press; Ferreira 1961; Pernicka 1990; Cardoso - Guerra 1997/ 1998. 
4J Miiller et aI. in press. 
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Fig. 12 The arsenic contem of certaill artefact types. There is a tendency of thinly hammered 
and elongated objects having higher arsen ic contents than chiseIs, axes and awls. 
the Vila Nova de São Pedro copper artefact assemblage, Soares could show a selective 
choice of higher arsenical copper for arrow heads, spear heads and daggers44 • 
ln the case of the Leceia copper artefact assemblage, we see a very similar pattem. 
It is not possible to look at the arsenic distribution pattems of individual artefact 
groups, since there are too few analyses for each artefact group. Nevertheless, we can 
shaw that there is a general tendency of thinly hammered artefacts, i. e. blades and 
sheet metal fragments, as we11 as elongated objects, i. e. the long awl and the fishhooks , 
having higher arsenic contents than axes, chisels and simple awls (fig. 12). On the other 
hand, a elear correlation between the arsenic content and the state of cold-working does 
not seem to exist: meta110graphic analyses of cap per artefacts from Leceia, Zambujal, 
VNSP, and Porto Mourão have shown that awls and axes were left in a soft annealed 
state after manufacture, whilst chisels and the only saw thus far examined were left 
in a cold-worked state". Maybe arsenical copper was recognized not only due to its 
higher hardness compared to pure copper and due to its distinctive colour; but also 
because it can be shaped we11 by cold working. According to Lechtman", a11 a110ys 
H Soares 2005; Müller - Soares 2008, (his volume. 
4S Soares et aI. 1996; Cardoso - Fernandes 1995; Wang - Ortaway forthcoming. The hardness of a cop-
per artefact, e. g. of a blade, depends on both the chemical composition and the state of co ld-working. 
Allo yed copper is harder than pure copper. This difference in hardness is even greater once the artefacts 
are co ld-worked, i. e. hammered in a cold state. Conversely, the hardness reduces cnce the artefact is put 
back ioto fire and cooled slowly afterwards, i. e. when it is annealed (Lechtmann 1996; Rovira - Gómez 
2003). 
~6 Lechtmann 1996. 
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from 0.5 to 7 weight-percent of arsenic maintain an almost constam levei of ductility 
as the solid solubility limit is approached. They are also tougher at extreme deforma-
tions than pure copper, i.e. thin metal sheets and elongated objects would not brittle 
fracture as easily". 
The question of artefact-alloy correlations have long been a major matter of dis-
pute, regarding archaeometallurgical process reconstructions. The traditional argument 
is that a conscious addition of an alloying agem and successful production of alloyed 
copper would require a more sophisticated metallurgy" . However altematively, met-
al droplets of certain metaltypes may have been distinguished after the metal was ex-
tracted from arsenic bearing copper ores according to their colou r and their working 
properties". ln any case, only future detailed studies of south-west lberian, 3'd millen-
nium B.C. arsenical copper production practices including a consideration of the 
raw materiaIs and slag by-products involved may allow a better understanding of this 
problem. 
6. The geological provenance of lhe copper from Leceia 
Lead isotope analyses may allow us to trace the geological origin of the metal used 
at Leceia and hence provide new arguments for discussing certain trade routes and pat-
tems of exchange in south-central Portugal during the 3"' millennium B.C."'. Next to 
the general limitations of the method (see appendix), we face the problem that only a 
small fraction of the abundant lberian ore sources have been characterized chemically 
and isotopically. Furthermore, we lack a detailed understanding of how the arsenical 
copper was produced in Chalcolithic Portugal. As a consequence, the models and ide-
as developed here can only be understood as working hypotheses. 
Fig. 13 shows the lead isotope ratios of 14 copper artefacts from Leceia in compar-
ison to hitherto published lead isotope data of artefacts from VNSP, La Pijotilla and 
southem lberian ore deposits. The Leceia artefact data form quite a coherent group, 
except for one extreme outlier, namely the sheet metal fragment FM-Lll". One may 
argue that this is a resulr of lead contamination, since the drilled sam pIe contained some 
corrosion. Yet, it is quite unlikely that soils formed from the Mesozoic, i. e. geologi-
cally speaking younger, sediments of the Estremadura would provide lead to ente r cor-
rosion layers which is a couple of million years older than the copper ores that were 
used to smelr the actual artefact metal. Looking at the stratigraphic context of the cop-
per, we can see a trend of artefacts originating from Leceia layer C3 (Early Chalcolithic) 
having smaller 207Pb/'06Pb ratios than the artefacts from layer C2 (Middle Chalcolithic). 
~ 1 Lcchtmann 1996; d . Müllcr et aI. in press. 
U Hook et aI. 1991; Montero 1994; see discussion in Müller et aI. 2004. 
49 Lechtmann 1996; Shugar 2000; Müller CI aI. ln press. 
S<J Cardoso 1999. 
51 The accuracy of lhe ana lytica l resuh was \'erificd by conducting a repeatcd analysis of an aliquot of 
lhe )cad sample solution using Thermal Ioni z3lio ll - Mass Spectrometry. Instrument used: MAT 262 (Fin-
nigan), In st itllte of Mincralogy, University oC Mining and Technology Frciberg (Saxony). 
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However, there are too few analyses to support an argument for the presence of a sys-
tematic chronological partem. 
ln addition, data of copper artefacts from Vila Nova de São Pedro" were includ-
ed, in arder to allow developing an Estremadurian, rather than a Leceian site-specific 
perspective on the provenance discussion. If we for instance assumed that the two sites 
obtained copper Irom the same source ar source region, the Leceian lead isotope data 
cloud would then form part of a larger one, whose characteristic shape and location 
could be indicative". lndeed, some of the Leceia artefact data fali on the sarne lead mix-
ing line (see appendix) as the material from Vila Nova de São Pedro (VNSP), indicat-
ing that the copper may have come from the sarne ar similar kind of deposit; a depos-
it showing a strong lead isotope scatter, most probably due to a strong radiogenic 
overprint. Finally, the existing data of artefacts from La Pijotilla", a Cha\colithic 
ditched enclosure located in the Guadiana basin, were included for interregional com-
panson. 
Of ali lberian copper occurrences analysed thus far, Matacães (Runa, Torres Vedras) 
is the one located closest to Leceia. The occurrence comprises limestones and ca\careous 
sandstones wilh only very few traces of malachile". The malerial would have been un-
suilable for copper smelling in lhe 3'" millennium B.C. Yet, strictly speaking we cannol 
exclude lhe possibility lhal there mighl have been layers aI lhe site that were enriched 
in copper and which mighl have been dug away during lhe lasl millennia. Matacães is 
one of lhe few copper occurrences localed in the Estremadura thal reoccur in the dis-
cussions as potential copper sources for the metal found in the local Cha\colithic sites". 
Olher occurrences mentioned are supposed to exist close to Asfamil (Rio de Mouro), 
Maceira and Óbidos" . However, at nane of them rich copper ores have clearly been 
documented and studied. ln fact, a careful survey by Goldenberg and Maass" in the area 
of Matacães did not trace any signs for prehistoric mining; around Óbidos, not even the 
supposedly existing copper occurrence was found! The three samples from Malacães 
analysed so far define a very narrow field, complelely set apart from bOlh lhe Leceia 
artefacl dala cloud, as well as lhe larger dala scaller of lhe VNSP artefacls (fig. 13). 
Besides the poor ESlremadurian occurrences, lhe nearesl copper sources are locat-
ed in lhe so-called ,Ossa Morena Zone<, aboul 100 km away from Leceia and the olh-
er coaslal ESlremadurian siles. Tornos et aI." slate thal »lhe Ossa-Morena Zone (OMZ) 
is the Iberian Massif geotectonic unit that displays lhe greatest variety of types of min-
eralization as well the largest number of ore deposits and showings (> 650)«. The data 
plorted in fig. 13 comprise 75 analyses of 27 occurrences of various types located in the 
Spanish part of the Ossa Morena Zone; analyses of Portuguese deposits of the sarne 
geological zone have not yet been published. The lead isotope data of ores of ,FeO-, 
52 MUller - Soares 2008, (h is volume. 
H Nicderschlag et aI. 2003, 82. 
S4 Hunt 2003. 
~s Müller - Soares 2008, this volume; Goldenberg - Maass unpublished report. 
56 Sangmcister 1995; Kunst 1995; Cardoso - Guerra 1997/1998; Ucrpmann - Uerprnann 2003. 
57 Sousa et aI. 2004 . 
.)S Goldenberg - Maass unpublishcd report. 
59 Tornos ct aI. 2004, 144. 
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Fig. 13 Lead isotope data of Leceia copper artefaCls in companson tO hitherro published data of 
copper artefacts , slags and ores from VNSP, La Pijotilla and of 50mh lberian ore deposits (see refe-
rences below, in "Provenance of figures"). The isotope fields of the deposits found to be relevant 
in r.he 107Pb/Z06Pb versus lOgPb/2ObPb diagrams (fig. 13 a. b) are broken down to individual data 
points in the 207Pb/2UPb versus 20&Pb / lG4Pb diagram (fig. 13 c) to allow the third dimension af the 
data ser to be considered. a. b Analytical errar d" size of the symbals; c Error cross indicares 20"-
error of 0.1 %. Analyses with h igher uncertain ties are indicated by extended errar bars. 
a 
b 
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Cu-Au- and Ni-(Cu)-mineralizations related to the metaluminous Variscan magrnatism< 
(Iso tope Group 5 according to Tornos and Chiaradia)" correlate very well both with 
the ones of the Leceian artefact assemblage, as well as the ones from VNSP. Remarka-
bly, even the extreme outlier of the Leceia assemblage falls into a lead isotope field 
defined by mineralizations of the Ossa Morena Zone. Furthermore, the hypothesis of 
an exchange of copper between the Ossa Morena Zone and the Estremadura during the 
y d millennium B.C. is strongly supported by the fact that copper artefacts found at the 
contemporary fortified site of La Pijotilla co rrelate both with the lead isotope signa-
tures of artefacts from Leceia and VNSP, as well as with ores from the Ossa Morena 
Zone. 
At least since the Roman times, economically speaking the most famous south 
lberian copper ore deposits are to be found in the lower Alentejo region associated with 
the volcanogenic massive sulphide mineralizations of the lberian Pyrite Belt (IPB) . The 
lead isotope field drawn in fig . 13 b comprises 110 analyses of primary as well as sec-
ondary ores. The small field covers isotope ratios of samples deriving fram 27 of the 
80 thus far known deposits and distribute over an area that is 250 km long and 25-70 
km wide'l . It is quite unlikely that these deposits were a major copper supplier for the 
Leceian community since only two of the artefacts from Leceia fall into the lberian 
Pyrite Belt field . The tight fi eld can account even less for the large lead isotope scatter 
of the VNSP material. 
óO Tornos - Chiaradia 2004, 977 . 
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Next to the massive sulphide deposits, there are few other, smaller copper bearing 
occurrences in southern Portugal, which have not been studied much to date" . Lead 
isotope data of 19 polymetallic ores from 11 late Variscan hydrothermal deposits exist 
(fig. 13) . Since onl)' individual samples were analysed for some of the deposits, the data 
points were grouped into two fields, as suggested by their geological association" . In-
deed, some of the Leceian artefacts fall imo the two fields. H owever, since the fields 
do not resemble individual deposits but an assemblage of individual samples from var-
ious deposits, this associat ion would require more analyses. Furthermore, the two fie lds 
neither can account for the entire Leceian, nor for the larger Estremadurian lead iso-
tope scatter of copper artefacts ineluding the VNSP material. 
East and northeast of the Ossa Morena Zone, in the so-called Central lberi an Zone, 
there are the famous ore districts of Los Pedroches, Alcudia, Los Linares and La Caro-
lina. The deposits are associated with polymetallic Pb-Zn-mineralizations. Santos Za l-
duegui i nd co-workers" structure lhe deposits according to their lead isotope sigoatures 
into four groups based 0 0 lhe aoalysis of 135 samples of galena (fig. 13). Again, some 
of the copper artefacts fall into the fields defined by these deposits. Yet, the fields can 
neither account for the Leceian artefact data distribution, nor for the VNSP one. 
Finally, southeastern Spain, i. e. eastern Andalusia and southern Murcia, is a very 
important region to discuss in the context of Estremadurian Chalcolithic copper arte-
facts. Although more recent archaeological excavations have revealed dense patterns o f 
}', millennium fortified setd ements in various south-Iberian regions (e. g. Guadiana and 
Guadalquivir basins), both the Estremadura and southeastern Spain still today are con-
sidered to be two core regions of more advanced lberian civilizations of the }', millen-
nium B.C." . There are several copper occurrences located in this region. They are as-
sociated with various ranges of mountains of the Betic Cordilleras. 64 sa mples of galena, 
complex sulphides and cap per carbonates from these deposits have been analysed thus 
far (fig. 13). According to Arribas and Tosdal6" these minera lizations can be divided 
into two groups. Especially the geologically younger ones, represented by the bigger 
southeastern isotope field located left of the smaller one, are supposed to contain rich 
secondary copper ores and native silver. The lead isotope compositions of these south-
eastern deposits elearly differ from the signatures found in the copper artefacts from 
Leceia and VNSP. 
ln conelusion, the high density of 3" millennium B.C. fortified sites in the Estre-
madura are in complete contrast to the scarce copper occurrences o f the region" . In-
deed, some important Estremadurian sites such as Leceia, VNSP and Penedo do Lexim 
show an initial phase of occupation that either lacks completely a r shows on ly very 
few archaeometallurgical finds. The few analyses of ores from Matacães also indicate that 
- if at all - this local copper occurrence does not seem to have played a crucial role in 
6J Dr. Joào Matos, persona! communication . 
6J Marcoux - Sáez 1994. 
It$ Santos Zaldllcgui ct aI. 2004. 
1>5 Gilman 1987; Schubart 1990; Kunsl 1995. 
66 Arribas - Tosdal 1994. 
67 Sousa et aI. 2004; Müller - Soares 200S, fig. S. 
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Estremadurian Chalcolithic copper procurement. Hence, it is very likely that copper 
was imported from regions beyond the Estremadura, i. e. over distances greater than 
100 km. It seems that raw copper - perhaps already in the form of ingots" - was ex-
changed, since no copper smelting, but casting remains were found at Leceia. Of ali 
copper occurrences analysed thus far, lead isotope data of deposits of the Ossa More-
na Zone show the best correlation with the lead isotope signatures of the artefacts from 
Leceia and VNSP. They are very similar to lead isotope signatures of artefacts from 
Zambujal and the neighbouring sites of Penedo and Fórnea" . ln addition, copper arte-
facts found at La Pijotilla - a contemporary si te located in the OMZ - also show the 
same lead isotope signatures, supporting a model of copper mining and smelting of 
OMZ ores, as well as an interregional exchange of the copper produced. Indeed, fi eld 
surveys conducted by Gert Goldenberg in the Ossa Morena Zone seeking prehistoric 
mining sites revealed a range of mines that we think were already exploited in prehis-
tory, most probably during the Copper and/or Bronze Age (e. g. Mocissos, see fig. 1)70 . 
Future analyses will have to examine critically these conelusions. Most important!y, 
we need more detailed mineralogical and geochemical analyses of late Variscan hydro-
thermal and epithermal copper deposits of the South Portuguese Zone and of Central 
Iberian Zone copper ore deposits just north of the Estremadura (fig. 1). The latter ones 
are of special interest, since they are located in a region that geographically speaking 
appears easily accessible for Estremadurian coastal people, due to the Tagus river con-
nectlon. 
The idea that the people of Leceia obtained their metal from sites in the Ossa 
Morena Zone is supported by the fact that the procurement of amphibolite gained more 
importance during the Copper Age as well'I Petrographic analyses have shown that 
amphibolite found at the Estremadurian sites of Leceia and Zambujal was imported over 
distances of 80-100 km from sources of the Ossa Morena Zone, some of them in an 
unworked state". 
7. Conclusion 
The copper artefacts from Leceia analysed thus far are made of arsenic-only cop-
per, like most of the Portuguese Chalcolithic metal artefacts. At this stage of research 
it is not possible to say whether the metal derived from native copper or whether it 
was extracted from ores. ln any case, the copper from Leceia is e1early different from 
arsenical copper smelted from primary or secondarily altered fahlores, wich were found 
ego at Almizaraque, next to other types of ores. The arsenic content of the artefacts 
show a natural distribution, which is very similar to the lognormal distribution of trace 
and minor elements in ores . Nevertheless, there is a tendency of thinly hammered ar-
68 Cardoso _ Fernandes 1995. 
69 Mijller et aI. in press. 
lO Müller et aI. in prcss. 
11 Cardoso 19~9; Cardoso 2004. 
71 Cardoso _ Carvalhosa 1995; Uerpmann - Uerpmann 2003. 
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tefaets, i. e. blades and sheet metal fragments, as well as elongated objects, i. e. the long 
awl and the fishhooks, having higher arsenic contents than axes, chisels and simple awls. 
According to the existing lead isotope data, it is more likely that the copper met-
al found at Leceia originates geologically from deposits located in the Ossa Morena 
Zone, than from Matacães (Estremadura), the Iberian Pyrite Belt, or ore deposits loeated 
in south-eentral and in southeastern Spain. This Leeeian metal provenanee hypothesis 
is strongly supported by similar lead isotope distributions of eopper artefaets from Vila 
Nova de São Pedro, Zambujal and La Pijotilla . Furthermore, amphibolite found at 
Estremadurian Chalcolithie sites also seems to originate from sourees loeated in the Ossa 
Morena Zone, strengthening the hypothesis of a 3'" millennium B.C. exehange route 
between these two regions. 
It appears that during the 3"' millennium B.C., copper metal became a decisive part 
of an intensified production and exchange panem in southern Portugal along with other 
commodities such as amphibolite, gold, nint, and probably also elaborated organic 
materiais and food. ln the case of Leceia however, the direct accessibility of copper 
resources do not seem to have played the crucial role for founding the complex forri-
fi ed site. Metal droplets and casting remains oceur in various restricted places of inhab-
ited space indicating that copper artefact manufacture was incorporated in daily domes-
tic life like other crafts. ln order to develop further our understanding of how the new 
material was valued, we need to find the primary production places and need to con-
duct similar comparative studies with material assemblages of smaller sites which sup-
posedly were dominated by central fortifi cations such as Leceia, Zambujal and Vila 
Nova de São Pedro. 
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9. Appendix 
X-ray fluorescence analysis: experimental set-up 
A Spectrace 5000 instrument was used, equipped with a Rhodium target X-ray tube. 
Tube voltages of 35 kV and 50 kV at a current of 0.35 mA were applied. The count-
ing time for each analysis was 1000 s. To optimize the excitation conditions, a rhodium 
filter was used at 35 kV and a copper filter at 50 kV tube voltages. The raw data was 
processed using a fundamental parameter method, described by Lutz and Pernicka" . The 
investigation focused on meta11ic dri11 shavings instead of corroded surfaces. Accuracy 
and precision were ensured by measuring a BAM 227 copper standard para11el to each 
analysis session comprising nine analyses each. As an example, Lutz and Pernicka doc-
umented an analytical precision of ± 20 % for measuring arsenic at concentrations high-
er than 0.1 wt % in copper-arsenic a110ys with low amounts of lead". Only the data 
of elements occurring in amounts of less than 0.1 wt % often show higher uncertain-
ties and are less accurate" . ln the case of iron the analytical uncertainty rises significant-
ly at concentrations be!ow 1 wt %" . The certified values of the BAM 227 standard were 
also reproduced during the analyses of this project (tab. 4) . Analytical problems oc-
curred in the measurernent of se!enium and gold, which is why they were excluded from 
data evaluation. ln any case, they are not of re!evance for the discussion of the results. 
Tab. 4 BAM 227 standard measurements run para11e! to a11 analysis sessions of nine 
measurements each. Time period: May 2004 - January 2006. The same analysis setting 
was used as described by Lutz - Pernicka 1996. ln the case of bismuth, values just above 
the detection limit were detected in few cases. The silver value used to confirm the XRF 
measurement is an unpublished value obtained by Ivelin Kuleff using neutron activa-
tion analysis. 
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M Pb • A, S, 
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T. 
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Lead lsotope analysis: experimental set-up 
Lead isotope analyses were undertaken using a double focus ing magnetic sector 
based MC-ICPMS (Axiom, VG Elernental); the instrurnent was set-up as deve!oped by 
Niederschlag and co-workers" . The dri11 shavings were dissolved in ultra-high purity 
n LulZ - Pcrnicka 1996; LUI Z - Pcrnicka unpublished. 
l~ LUI Z - Pernicka 1996; LUIZ - Pern icka unpublishcd. 
15 Compare with Lutz - Pernicka 1996; Lutz - Pernicka unpuhlishcd. 
76 Lutz _ Pcrnicka 1996; Lu!z - Pernicka unpublished. 
7J Niederschlag ct aI. 2003. 
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nitric and in hydrochloric acid and then drained ove r ion exchange columns filled wirh 
a cat ion-exchanger, in order to separate the lead from the copper matrix_ The lead frac-
tions of the samples - dissolved in 2 % HNO, - were then analysed in 3 runs, eaeh com-
prising 20 single measurements. Mass fractionation was corrected by adding a standard 
solution to the sam pIes, which contained a known 'O'TI / 2°'TI ratio. Analyses of the 
N1ST standard SRM-981, run parallel to the sam pIe measurements, revealed an expe-
rimentaI uneertai nty of G ~ 0_01 % for the 20sPb / 2coPb and 207Pb / ,coPb ratios and 
G ~ 0.05 % for the 2C6Pb / ""Pb ratio. However, the analyses of the Leceia sam pIes were 
somewhat less precise, due to the extremely low lead contem of the copper. Regard-
ing the 2"Pb / ""Pb ratio measurements the analyri eal error rose higher than 0.1 % in 
fi ve cases (tab. 3). 
Lead lsotope and Trace Element Analyses in Archaeometallurgical Provenance Studies 
Sinee its breakthrough in the early 1980s, lead isotope analyses have been applied 
in various archaeological programs to trace the provenanee of early copper or bronze 
artefaets" . ln short, common lead is composed of the four stable isotopes mpb, '06pb, 
>07Pb and 2°'Pb. The quantities of the latter three isotopes increase in the course of time, 
as they form the end product of radioactive decay ehains of "'U, mu and "'Th; 'o<pb 
is called primeval lead, because its quantity has not changed since the creation of rhe 
earth. During the formation of an ore deposit, uranium and thorium are separated for 
the most part from the lead, thus the formation of radiogenie lead is interrupted_ ln 
geology, this phenomenon is used for dating ore deposits". 
Whereas during metallurgical processes, like roasting, smehing and refining, the ra-
tio of the copper to minor and trace elements may change dramatically, the ratios of the 
isotopes of lead, present as a trace in nea rly every prehistoric copper artefact, do not. 
Hence, ideally ores and copper artefacts can be related to each other. However, there are 
a number of limitations to the method. Firstly, several ore deposits may have the same 
lead isotope signature. Secondly, deposits can be very inhomogeneous, because of vari-
ous cyeles of mineralization. Thirdly, if the amount of lead in the ores is low, small 
quantitics of uranium and thorium that were not fully separated during ore formation 
ca n still distort the lead isotope ratios of the deposito This often results in a huge varia-
tion of resul ts within one deposito Finally, it is obvious that determining metal prove-
nance based on lead isotope ratios becomes more complicated as soon as ores or metaIs 
from different sources are mixed during the metallurgical processes. For instancc, thc 
lead isotope composition of a eopper artefact that is produeed of eopper from two dif-
ferent sourees will plot onto a mixing line linking the two data points thar represent the 
originallead isotope composition of the two separate eopper sourees'o. More eomplex 
mixing polygons would emerge onee there are more lead sourees involved (e. g. from po-
temially lead- rieh gangue mineraIs, alloying agents or elays of a reactor vessel used) _ 
;os Gale - Stos·Gale 198 1; Pem ícka 1987; Pernicka 1990; Ra bi - Needham 1998; Hum 2003. 
N Fame 1986. 
5'J Pern icka 1987. 
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These limitations only allow to exclude, rather than to unambiguously trace down 
a single ore deposit as the ore source. Nevertheless, in combination with trace element 
analyses and other archaeological arguments, the range of possible ore sources can be 
narrowed down significantly in many cases". 
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